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Abstract
Ruthenium containing double perovskites A2ScRuO6 have been synthesized as polycrystalline
powders and structurally characterized using a combination of synchrotron X-ray and neutron powder
diffraction methods. When A = Ba a hexagonal 6L perovskite structure is obtained if the synthesis is
conducted at ambient pressure and a rock-salt ordered cubic structure obtained if the sample is
quenched from high pressures. The Sr oxide Sr2ScRuO6 is obtained with a rock-salt ordered corner
sharing topology. Heat capacity and bulk magnetic susceptibility measurements show the three
oxides are antiferromagnets. Cubic Ba2ScRuO6 undergoes a metal-insulator transition near 270 K and
hexagonal Ba2ScRuO6 is a semiconductor with an activation energy of 0.207 eV. The magnetic
structures of the two rock-salt ordered double perovskites were established using powder neutron
diffraction, and are described by k = (001) and k = (000) for the Ba and Sr oxides respectively,
corresponding to type I antiferromagnetic structures, with ferromagnetic layers stacked
antiferromagnetically. The ambient pressure hexagonal polymorph of Ba2ScRuO6 has partial Sc-Ru
ordering at both the face-sharing B2O9 dimer and corner sharing BO6 sites. The magnetic structure is
described by k = (½ 0 0) with the basis vector belonging to the irreducible representation Γ3.
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Introduction
The ruthenate perovskites have attracted attention ever since the discovery of ferromagnetism
in SrRuO3

1

and considerable efforts have been directed at understanding, and enhancing the

ferromagnetism by chemical doping

2-4

. Considering the general perovskite as ABO3, if the B-site

contains two cations in a 1:1 ratio, ordering of these can occur provided there are sufficient
differences in their size and/or charge

5, 6

. Such ordered systems are generally referred to as double

perovskites and for the ruthenates they have the general formula A2BRuO6 where A is a large cation
such as Ba2+, Sr2+ or La3+ and the B-cation a smaller metal 7-19. The oxidation state of the Ru is related
to the valence of the other cations with the much of interest focused on systems containing Ru5+ (t2g3,
S=3/2) cations.
If the B-site in a ruthenate with an ordered double perovskite structure is non-magnetic, such
3+

as Y , there is the potential for magnetic frustration 15, 19. Since the Ru and B-type cations are placed
at non-equivalent crystallographic sites, each sublattice forms a face-centered cubic arrangement,
which is equivalent to a network of edge-sharing tetrahedra, and therefore, the antiferromagnetic
nearest-neighbour interactions are frustrated. A number of Ru5+ double perovskites show long range
antiferromagnetic ordering including Sr2YRuO6 and Ba2YRuO6 despite the high levels of frustration
13, 15, 17

.
The magnetism in double perovskites, especially those containing cations with a half-filled

t2g3,

S=3/2 configuration (Ru5+, Os5+, and Ir6+) has been the subject of recent debate and interest

10, 20,

21

. It is emerging that spin-orbit coupling (SOC) plays a significant role influencing the magnetic

properties of the 5d containing oxides and it is increasingly believed that this is also significant in 4d
oxides

22

. Thompson and co-workers

23

recently demonstrated a correlation between the ordered

3

magnetic moments in nd perovskites and the spin-orbit coupling constant. Studies of Sr2ScOsO6
indicate that SOC-induced anisotropy combined with strong nearest-neighbour magnetic interactions
stabilise high magnetic ordering temperature, 92 K

24-26

. That this is considerably higher than the

ordering temperature in Sr2YOsO6, 53 K despite their very similar structures, suggests the nonmagnetic B-cation plays a significant role in influencing the strength of the magnetic interactions.
Calculations of the Sr2BOsO6 (B = Y, In, Sc) oxides support this suggestion 26, 27.
Surprisingly very little is known about the mixed Ru-Sc double perovskites. The interesting
results for the ruthenates and osmates described above encouraged us to study the analogous
Ba2ScRuO6 and Sr2ScRuO6 double perovskite. We have identified that Ba2ScRuO6 can be prepared
with two structural forms, a hexagonal form if prepared at ambient pressure (AP- Ba2ScRuO6) and a
cubic form if prepared at high pressure (HP- Ba2ScRuO6). The magnetic properties and crystal and
magnetic structures of these oxides are described.

3

Experimental
Polycrystalline samples of AP-Ba2ScRuO6 and Sr2ScRuO6 were prepared by solid state
reaction. An appropriate stoichiometric mixture of BaCO3 (Aldrich, 99.999 %), SrCO3 (Aldrich, 99.99
%), Sc2O3 (Aldrich, 99.999 %) and Ru powder (Aithaca, 99.9 %) was weighed and finely mixed by
hand in an agate mortar. Prior to weighing the BaCO3 and SrCO3 were dried at 150 °C for 12 hours
and Sc2O3 was heated at 1000 °C for 12 hours. The samples were placed in alumina crucibles and
heated at 650 °C for 12 hours and 850 °C for 12 hours with intermediate regrinding. After mixing
again, the samples were pressed into 20 mm diameter pellets and heated in air at 1050 °C for 24
hours, 1200 °C for 72 hours and 1400 °C for 72 hours. The Ba2ScRuO6 sample was finally heated at
1450 °C for 72 hours. The samples were cooled to ambient temperature in the furnace at a rate of
5°C/min.
HP-Ba2ScRuO6 was prepared from fine powders of BaO2 (Kojundo Chemical Laboratory,
99%), Sc2O3 (Kojundo Chemical Laboratory, 99.9%), RuO2 (Rare Metallic, 99.9%), and Ru (Strem
Chemicals, 99.99%). It is not feasible to use carbonates in the synthesis due to the release of CO2.
These powders were mixed at stoichiometric and oxygen-over-stoichiometric (3 and 6 at% excesses)
ratios in an argon glovebox, followed by sealing the mixtures – each ~0.4 g– in Pt capsules. The
capsule was compressed isotropically in a multi-anvil-type apparatus to elevate the applied pressure to
be at 6 GPa. Subsequently, it was heated at 1500 °C for 30 min with maintaining the pressure. After
the capsule was quenched to room temperature within a minute, it was gradually depressurized over 3
hrs.
Synchrotron X-ray powder diffraction data were collected over the angular range 5 < 2θ <
85°, using X-rays of wavelength 0.82465 or 0.58993 Å, as determined by structural refinement of a
diluted NIST SRM660b LaB6 standard, on the powder diffractometer at BL-10 beamline of the
Australian Synchrotron 28. The samples were housed in 0.2 mm diameter capillaries that were rotated
during the measurements. For the neutron diffraction measurements the sample was sealed in a 6 mm
diameter vanadium can and the neutron powder diffraction data were obtained using the high
resolution powder diffractometer Echidna at ANSTO’s OPAL facility at Lucas Heights

29

. The

wavelengths of the incident neutrons, obtained using (335) and (331) reflections of a germanium
monochromator, were 1.6220 Å and 2.4395 Å, respectively, as determined using data collected for a
certified NIST SRM660b LaB6 standard. This instrument has a maximum resolution of Δd/d ~ 1 x 103

. Structure refinements using the Rietveld method were carried out using the GSAS

the EXPGUI

31

front-end (non-magnetic structures) or Fullprof

32

30

program with

(magnetically ordered structures).

5+

Since the magnetic form factor of Ru is not listed in The International Tables of Crystallography
Parkinson et al.33 estimated this using a common scaling factor of the exponent in each exponential
term of the next element or ionic state. The Ru5+ magnetic form factor used in this work was A ~

4

0.441, a ~ 21.046 (33.309), B ~ 1.4775, b ~ 6.0360 (9.553), C ~ 20.9361, c ~ 4.2473 (6.722) and D ~
0.0176, obtained using the magnetic form factor of Ru+ (value shown in parenthesis) and a scale
factor of 0.63184. This allowed accurate magnetic moment of the Ru5+ cations to be refined.
DC magnetic susceptibilities were measured using a Quantum Design PPMS9. Zero- field
cooled (ZFC) and field-cooled (FC) magnetic susceptibility data were measured with a magnetic field
of 1000 Oe and the isothermal magnetization curves were obtained for magnetic fields from -3 T to 3
T at 4 and 100 K using the vibrating sample magnetometer technique. Heat capacity and resistivity
measurements were collected on the same platform using a thermal relaxation and four-probe DC
methods respectively.

Results and Discussion
(i)

Physical Property Measurements

The molar magnetic susceptibilities of Sr2ScRuO6 show a maximum near 33 K and a pronounced
feature near 64 K indicating antiferromagnetic ordering, see Figure 1. The heat capacity shows that
the Neel temperature corresponds to the higher of these temperatures, with a lambda type feature seen
in the specific heat measurements at TN = 60 K. A second feature is obvious in the heat capacity
measurements, at 126 K, that has no corresponding feature in the susceptibility plot, demonstrating
this is structural in origin. This was confirmed in the structural studies described below. Attempts to
measure the conductivity of the sample were unsuccessful as a result of the high resistivity of the
sample.
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Figure 1. Temperature dependence of the dc magnetic susceptibility measured under a 1000 Oe
magnetic field, and the heat capacity for Sr2ScRuO6.
Bulk magnetic susceptibility measurements of HP-Ba2ScRuO6 demonstrate that this undergoes
antiferromagnetic ordering near 44 K, Figure 2. There is a slight divergence of the field-cooled (FC)
and zero field-cooled (ZFC) susceptibility plots at temperatures above this. The temperature
dependence of the ZFC susceptibilities suggest there are two ordering temperatures TN = 44 K and 31
K, although heat capacity measurements suggest that true long range ordering occurs at the higher of
the two temperatures. Due to the small sample volume available from the high pressure synthesis it
was not feasible to investigate the possibility of diffuse magnetic scattering persisting to above TN as
observed in Ba2YRuO6 and Sr2YRuO6

15, 17, 19

. The heat capacity measurements also revealed a small

anomaly near 145 K, that has no corresponding feature in the magnetic susceptibly behavior, nor in
the structural studies described below. Since non-magnetic analogues of tall three phases studied here
are not available we have not attempted to the magnetic contribution to the heat capacity by
subtraction of the lattice contribution. Finally resistivity measurements showed a sharp increase in
resistivity as the sample is cooled below 270 K, indicative of a metal-insulator transition. Similar
results were obtained for duplicate samples.
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Figure 2. Temperature dependence of the dc magnetic susceptibility measured under a 1000 Oe
magnetic field, heat capacity and resistance for HP- Ba2ScRuO6. The inset in the heat capacity plot
shows the magnetic contribution, were the lattice and electronic contributions, modelled using a
polynomial function, were subtracted.
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Finally magnetic susceptibility measurements of AP-Ba2ScRuO6 showed a single AFM peak
near 8K. In this case the FC and ZFC susceptibilities are essentially identical at temperature above
this, Figure 3. The temperature dependence of the resistivity of AP-Ba2ScRuO6 is typical of a semiconductor, with a small anomaly apparent near 260 K, Figure 3. This temperature is similar to that
observed for the metal-insulator transition in the cubic polymorph and it is likely that this is due to the
presence of a small amount of the cubic phase evident in the SXRD data, described below. The
activation energy was estimated to be 0.207 eV at temperatures below this and 0.202 eV above this.
Application of a 1T magnetic field shifted the temperature of the anomaly slightly and resulted in a
small decrease in the activation energy to 0.191 eV. The heat capacity shows a weak feature near 35
K (most obvious in the Cp/T vs T plot) that is believed to be associated with the magnetic ordering,
although it may reflect the presence of a small amount of the cubic phase in the sample, as well as a
feature near room temperature, that we show below is associated with a structural transition.
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Figure 3. Temperature dependence of the dc magnetic susceptibility measured under a 1000 Oe
magnetic field, heat capacity and resistance for AP- Ba2ScRuO6.
(ii)

Room Temperature Structures
A combination of NPD and S-XRD was employed to first identify the appropriate symmetry

of both forms of Ba2ScRuO6 and of Sr2ScRuO6 and then to refine their structures. Examination of the
peak splitting in the S-XRD pattern showed Sr2ScRuO6 to be monoclinic with space group either
P21/n or I2/m. Examination of the observed intensities of the superlattice peaks in the NPD profile
demonstrated that space group I2/m was appropriate, and the structure was refined in this space group.
I2/m differs from the more commonly observed P21/n space group by the absence of in-phase tilts and
is described by the Glazer notation (a-a-c0)

34

. Trace amounts of Sc2O3 were observed in the

diffraction data and this was considered as a second phase in the refinements. The refined bond
distances are given in Table 1 and these, together with the derived BVS of 4.93 are indicative of RuV.
The Sc-O distances are somewhat shorter than expected, the average Sc-O distance is 2.02 Å and the
derived BVS is 3.33. A similar anomaly is observed in the analogous Ir and Os oxides Sr2ScIrO6 and
Sr2ScOsO6, where the Sc bond valences are 3.65 and 3.45 respectively

35 25

. The difference in the

number of electrons, as well as in the neutron scattering length between the Sc (12.29 fm) and Ru
(7.03 fm) atoms, provided considerable sensitivity to Sc-Ru ordering over the two B-sites and the
structural refinements provided no evidence for any anti-site disorder.
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Figure 4. Rietveld refinement profiles for S-XRD and NPD (inset) patterns of Sr2ScRuO6 and the two
samples of Ba2ScRuO6 at room temperature. The symbols are the experimental data and the solid line
the fit to the profile. In each case the difference between the observed and calculated profiles is given
in the lower solid line, and the vertical markers show the positions of the space group allowed Bragg
reflections. The lower set of vertical markers in the profiles of AP-Ba2ScRuO6 is due to the presence
of a small amount of a cubic phase. For clarity the reflection markers due to trace amounts of Sc2O3
have not been included, these are illustrated in Figure 9 and 11.The S-XRD data for Sr2ScRuO6 and
AP-Ba2ScRuO6 were collected at λ = 0.82465 Å and for HP- Ba2ScRuO6 at 0.58993 Å.

Table 1. Refined structural parameters for Sr2ScRuO6 at room temperature. The structure was refined
in the monoclinic space group I2/m using a combined S-XRD and ND data set.
Atom

x

y

z

Ui/Ue*100/Å2

Sr

0.4967(11)

0

0.2395(8)

1.71(4)

Sc

0

0

½

2.61(7)

Ru

0

0

0

0.72(6)

O1

-0.0424(9)

0

0.2461(8)

2.57(8)

O2

0.2346(16)

0.2427(18)

0.0129(8)

3.27(36)

Sc-O1 (x 2)

2.039(7)

Ru-O1(x 2)

1.976(7)
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Sc-O2 (x 4)

2.008(3)

BVS

3.33

Ru-O2(x 4)

1.901(3)
4.93

Sc-O1-Ru

166.3(3)°

Sc-O2-Ru

173.8 (4)°

a = 5.6204(3) b = 5.6268(3) c = 7.9792(4) Å β = 89.770(4)° V= 252.34(2) Å3
Neutron Rp=3.78 % Rwp=4.76 % S-XRD Rp=3.76 % Rwp = 5.40 % χ2 =12.33

The S-XRD diffraction pattern of the sample of Ba2ScRuO6 prepared at 6 GPa, demonstrates
this to be cubic, and the data was analysed using space group ( Fm3m ). The lattice parameter was
refined to be 8.12119(4) Å using a combined NPD-S-XRD data set, further details are given in Table
2. The refined Ru-O and Sc-O bond distances were 1.9850(9) and 2.0755(9) respectively. The slightly
longer than expected Ru-O bond length is believed to be a consequence of the presence of a small
amount of Ru-Sc antisite disorder, estimated to be 7.3(1) %, although the derived BVS appear
reasonable.

Table 2. Refined structural parameters for HP-Ba2ScRuO6 at room temperature. The structure was
� 𝑚 using a combined S-XRD and ND data set.
refined in the cubic space group 𝐹𝐹3
Atom

x

y

z

Ui/Ue*100/Å2 n

Sr

¼

¼

¼

0.504(2)

1

Sc

0

0

0

-0.09(9)

0.927(1)

Ru

½

0

0

0.70(1)

0.073(1)

O

0.25557(11)

0

0

0.53(8)

1

Sc-O (x 6)

2.0755(9)

Ru-O (x 6)

1.9850(9)

BVS

3.25

4.77

a = 8.12119(4) Å V= 535.622(7) Å3
Neutron Rp=4.85 % Rwp=6.23 % S-XRD Rp=4.40 % Rwp = 6.10 % χ2 =4.46
The S-XRD profile for the sample of Ba2ScRuO6 prepared at ambient pressure indicated that
this adopted a 6L-type hexagonal perovskite-type structure in space group 𝑃3� 𝑚1 with a = 5.79649 (4)

c = 14.2594(2) Å as originally described by Bader and Kemmler

36

. The structure consists of face

sharing M2O9 dimeric units connected by single corner sharing MO6 units and involves Sc and Ru
ordering in alternate (001) layers as shown in Figure 5. Close examination of the diffraction patterns
for Ba2ScRuO6 indicated that, although the major phase was hexagonal, a small amount of a cubic
phase ( Fm3m a = 8.1359 (Å)) was also present and this was included in the structural refinements.
Since there is no obvious pathway between these two structures any transition between them must be
first order and hence allows for the possibility of phase co-existence. Disorder of the Ru and Sc

11

cations was considered during the structural refinements and this indicated that Sc(1) and Ru(2) sites
were exclusively occupied by the appropriate cation, but that the Sc and Ru were disordered over the
other two sites. The Ru(3)/Sc(3) site was predominantly occupied by Sc 88.9(1.1)% and the
Ru(4)/Sc(4) site by Ru 67.7(1.0)%. This corresponds to a refined stoichiometry of Ba2Ru1.15Sc0.85O6,
although for simplicity this is described hereafter by the nominal stoichiometry of Ba2ScRuO6. There
is evidence for a small amount of Sc2O3 in the samples. Refinements of the site occupancy factors of
the oxygen atoms did not reveal significant changes from full occupancy and therefore these were
fixed.
The tendency for the Ru to favour the face sharing positions is reminiscent of the behaviour in
the 6H type perovskites Ba3Ru2LnO9 37-39. Feng et al. 40 have recently reported that Ba2FeOsO6 adopts
the same 6L-type structure as observed here. The degree of Fe/Os disorder in Ba2FeOsO6 is much
greater than that seen for AP-Ba2ScRuO6. Selected bond lengths are listed in Table 3. The Sc(1)O6
and Sc(3)O6 polyhedra are constrained by symmetry to have six equal bonds whereas the M(2) and
M(4) octahedra are less regular with three shorter M-O distances and three longer ones. The metalmetal (M-M) distance across the shared face is 2.613(3) Å is less than the shortest contact in
ruthenium metal (2.65 Å) suggestive of a strong attractive interaction. The distance across the shared
face in Ba2TeCoO6, which also adopts a 6L-type hexagonal perovskite-type structure, is shorter again
at 2.572(2) Å

41

. The distance observed for AP-Ba2ScRuO6 is similar to that found in BaRuO3

42

.

Santoro et al. 43 have suggested that M-M repulsion across the faces can be minimised by contraction
of the face, which is reflected by the relatively short non-bonding O1-O1 distance of 2.670(3) Å. The
corresponding distance in the 9R polymorph of BaRuO3 is 2.698(3) Å 42. However, whereas in 9RBaRuO3 the distance across the corner sharing units is noticeably longer than that across the face
sharing units, in Ba2ScRuO6 the O2-O2 distance is comparably short 2.673(3) Å, although the O3-O3
distance is considerably longer at 2.929 (5) Å. Similar patterns are seen in Ba2TeCoO6 where the O3O3 distance of 2.982(4) Å is considerably longer than the O1-O1 and O2-O2 distances of 2.661(4)
and 2.729(7) Å respectively. The Ru2-O1 distance is considerably longer than the Ru2-O2 distance
2.130(9) vs 1.869(10) Å. The Ru4 octahedron shows a similar, although not as large, bond distance
anisotropy. Similar distortions were noted by Feng et al.

40

in Ba2FeOsO6, as well as at the dimer

positions of other hexagonal perovkites such as Ba3NaOs2O9 or K3NaOs2O9 and it has been suggested
that this is related with the displacement of the metal out of the centre of the octahedral

44 45

.A

similar effect is observed here and in Ba2TeCoO6 41 argues and it is tempting to suggest that the
disorder of the cations somehow impacts on the attractive interactions of the cations across the shared
face. The BVS of the Ru and Sc sites are unusual but consistent with the M3 site being Sc rich and the
M4 site being Ru rich. More examples would be required to understand the significance of the
octahedral distortion.
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Figure 5. Representation of the 6L perovskite structure of Ba2ScRuO6. The Ba and O atoms are
represented by green and red spheres respectively and the Sc and Ru cations occupy the centre of the
polyhedra, with the Ru preferentially occupying the face sharing M2 and M4 sites and the Sc the
corner sharing M1 and M3 sites.

Table 3. Refined structural parameters for the ambient pressure phase of Ba2ScRuO6. The structure
was refined in the hexagonal space group P3m1 using a combined S-XRD and NPD data set.
Atom

Site

x

y

z

Ui/Ue*100/Å2

Ba1

2c

0

0

0.2518(5)

0.79(4)

1

Ba2

2d

1/3

2/3

0.0931(4)

0.41(10)

1

Ba3

2d

1/3

2/3

0.4113(4)

1.70(13)

1

Sc1

1b

0

0

½

0.51(32)

1

Ru2

2d

1/3

2/3

0.8448(4)

0.14(11)

1

Sc3

1a

0

0

0

0.42(30)

0.889(11)

Ru3

1a

0

0

0

0.42(30)

0.111(11)

Sc4

2d

1/3

2/3

0.6616(6)

0.89(17)

0.323(10)

Ru4

2d

1/3

2/3

0.6616(6)

0.89(17)

0.677(10)

O1

6i

0.5131(4)

-0.5131(4)

0.2583(7)

0.36(14)

1

O2

6i

0.8204(9)

-0.8204(9)

0.0813(6)

1.09(23)

1

O3

6i

0.8351(9)

-0.8351(9)

0.4153(5)

-0.27(19)

1

Sc1 – O3 (x 6)

Bond Length Å

BVS

2.049(9)

3.50

n
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Ru2 – O1 (x 3)

2.130(9)

4.27

Ru2 – O2 (x 3)

1.869(10)

Ru3/Sc3 – O2 (x 6)

2.144(9)

2.70

Ru4/Sc4 – O1 (x 3)

1.919(8)

4.43

Ru4-Sc4 – O3 (x 3)

2.015(10)

a = 5.79649 (4) c = 14.2594(2) Å V= 414.919(5)Å3
Neutron Rp 4.99 % Rwp 6.50 % S-XRD Rp 3.86 % Rwp 5.58 % χ2 8.67
(iii)

Low temperature Structures

Cooling Sr2ScRuO6 to 100 K resulted in the appearance of additional very weak reflections in the
NPD profiles that were indexed as the 012 at d = 3.24 Å and the 210/120 near d = 2.52 Å. These
peaks are associated with softening at the M-point due to the formation of in-phase tilts. This
demonstrates that a transition to space group P21/n (Glazer tilt system a-a-c+) had occurred 34. Cooling
to 50 K resulted in the appearance of additional low-angle reflections associated with the magnetic
contribution to the scattering indicative of long-range antiferromagnetic ordering, see Figure 6. These
changes are reflected in the heat capacity measurements that reveal two transitions, the first near 126
K that is due to the I2/m – P21/n structural transition and the second near 60 K that is due to the onset
of long range antiferromagnetic ordering (Figure 1).
The magnetic propagation vector was calculated by using K_SEARCH and the subsequent
determination of the magnetic structure was accompanied using BasIreps as implemented in Fullprof.
All of the magnetic peaks in the low temperature NPD pattern were indexed with the propagation
vector k = (000), thus the magnetic unit cell coincides with the chemical one. From the analysis of the
possible magnetic structures compatible with this propagation vector and the space-group P21/n, the
best agreement with the experimental data was obtained for the spin arrangement where the
Ru1(0,0,0) and Ru2 (½,½,½) spins are magnetically coupled as m1x = –m2x, m1z = –m2z, corresponding
to the Irep Γ1. The refined components of the magnetic moment at 3 K, along the crystallographic aand c-axes, are mx = 1.80(6) μB and mz = 0.8(1) μB, and the net moment is 1.97(2) μB. As shown in
Figure 7, the magnetic structure consists of ferromagnetic (001) layers of Ru5+ moments coupled
antiferromagnetically along [001], characteristic of a type-I AFM structure. This is the same magnetic
structure seen in Sr2YRuO6

. The frustration index, 𝑓 = |𝜃𝑐 |/𝑇𝑁 where θc is the Curie

12, 17, 46

temperature determined from bulk susceptibility measurements and TN the Neel temperature is 4
indicating substantial frustration in the system. The value of the magnetic moment estimated from the
Curie-Weiss fitting of the susceptibility data between 150 and 300 K is 3.1 μB and θc = -242 K.
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Figure 6. Observed (symbols), calculated (red line), and difference (blue line) NPD Rietveld profiles
for Sr2ScRuO6 at 3 K. The first series of Bragg reflections corresponds to the main perovskite phase
and the second one to the magnetic structure. The inset shows the appearance of the magnetic (001)
reflection at low temperatures.

Figure 7. Schematic view of the magnetic structure of Sr2ScRuO6 below TN.
A NPD pattern was measured for HP-Ba2ScRuO6 at 3K and this showed that the structure
remained cubic, suggesting the feature at 145 K seen in the heat capacity measurements is not a
consequence of a structural transition associated with the introduction of cooperative tilting of the
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corner sharing octahedra. Consequently S-XRD data were collected for HP-Ba2ScRuO6 at relatively
fine temperature intervals between 85 and 300 K to further search for a structural basis of this feature.
These data showed no indication of any change in symmetry upon cooling and in particular the
patterns measured at 125 and 175 K, immediately above and below the anomaly observed in the heat
capacity measurements were essentially identical. The thermal expansion of the cubic lattice
parameter between 85 and 300 K is unexceptional and is fitted by a quadratic 𝑎 = 8.10856 +

1.7026 × 10−5 𝑇 + 1.0337 × 10−7 𝑇 2, see Figure 8. The magnetic structure of the cubic polymorph

of Ba2ScRuO6 at 3 K was determined using neutrons of wavelength 2.4 and 1.6 Å, the latter
increasing the precision of the refinements. The low-angle reflections at 2θ ~ 17 and 24° (d ~ 8.1 and

5.7 Å), evident in Figure 9 that are associated with the magnetic contribution to the scattering, were
indexed with the propagation vector k = (001), as described above. In this system, the long-range
magnetic order is exclusively due to Ru5+ ions which form a face-centered-cubic (fcc) sublattice,
equivalent to an edge-sharing tetrahedral framework. From the analysis of the possible magnetic
� 𝑚, the best agreement
structures compatible with this propagation vector and the space-group 𝐹𝐹3

with the experimental data was obtained for the spin arrangement where the Ru (0,0,0) moments are
orientated along one of the cubic axis; the a-axis has been chosen arbitrary since the actual moment

direction cannot be determined from a powder experiment in the cubic symmetry. The magnetic
structure can be described as ferromagnetic ab-planes of Ru5+ moments coupled antiferromagnetically
along c-axis, characteristic of a type-I anti-ferromagnetic structure (AFM) structure, as shown in
Figure 10. The refined net magnetic moment is mmag = 2.04(5) μB. The magnetic structure is similar to
that described for Ba2YRuO6 15, 19. The value of the magnetic moment estimated from the Curie-Weiss
fitting of the susceptibility data is 4.1 μB and θc = -651 K. which gives a frustration index of 15.
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Figure 8. Thermal evolution of the unit-cell parameter of HP-Ba2ScRuO6 perovskite collected at
powder diffractometer at BL-10 beamline of the Australian Synchrotron.
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Figure 9. Observed (symbols), calculated (red line), and difference (blue line) NPD Rietveld profiles
for HP-Ba2ScRuO6 at 3 K. The first series of Bragg reflections corresponds to the main perovskite
phase and the second one to the magnetic structure. The lower set is from a Sc2O3 impurity. The inset
highlights the appearance of the magnetic (001) and (110) reflection at low temperatures.

Figure 10. Schematic view of the magnetic structure of HP-Ba2ScRuO6 below TN.
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In the Rietveld refinement against NPD data for AP-Ba2ScRuO6 at 3K it was assumed that the
Sc-Ru antisite disorder was the same as that determined at RT. The refined NPD profiles for this are
shown in Figure 11. The analysis of the position of the magnetic reflections indicated that the
corresponding magnetic structure is defined by the propagation vector k = (½ 0 0). The propagation
vector was calculated by using K_SEARCH and the irreducible representations, suitable with the
� 𝑚1 and the propagation vector, and the associated basis vectors were generated using
space-group 𝑃3

the program BasIreps. The magnetic ions hosted by this compound are preferentially ordered forming
Ru2O9 dimers with the Ru cations occupying the 2d (1/3, 2/3, z) Wyckoff position, however there is a
certain percentage of Ru located at the 1a (0,0,0) site. As shown in Table 4, the magnetic symmetry
on ruthenium sites decomposes as (in BasIReps numbering): Γ1+ Γ2+ Γ3+ Γ4 for Ru (1/3, 2/3, z) and
Γ1+ Γ3 for Ru (0,0,0). Among all the possible combinations, the spin structure that fits best the main
magnetic reflections (00l) corresponds to Γ3 (Ψ2) basis, where the Ru spins are laying on the ab-plane.
The obtained magnetic moment components along the a- and b-axis are mx = 1.3(1) μB and my =
0.65(8) μB for Ru at the dimer positions and mx = 0.7(2) and my = 0.3(1) μB for Ru(000) and the
resultant moment of 1.5(1) μB and 0.8(2) μB respectively. As is the case for Ba2FeOsO6

40

there is no

evidence that the spins at the two sites align at different temperatures. That the spins are aligned in
the ab-plane is significantly different to that seen in Ba2FeOsO6 where the spins align along the c-axis,
although the reason for this is unclear. The value of the magnetic moment estimated from the CurieWeiss fitting of the susceptibility data between 200 and 300 K is 3.1 μB and θc = -235 K. which gives
a remarkably high frustration index of 29.

Table 4. Irreducible representations and basis vectors of the hexagonal 𝑃3� 𝑚1 space group associated
to the propagation vector k = (½ 0 0) for the Ru atoms at the 2d and 1a sites.
Ru1(x,y,z)2d
mx

my

Ru2(-x, -y, z+1/2)2d
mz

mx

my

mz

Ru3(0, 0, 0)1a
mx
my
mz

Irreducible
representation
Γ1

Basis
vectors
Ψ1
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0

0

-1

0

Γ

Ψ1
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1
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0
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0

0

1

0

0
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0

2
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0
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0
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0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

Ψ1

0
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0

0
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0

2

Γ3
Γ
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0
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0

-

-
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Figure 11. Observed (symbols), calculated (red line), and difference (black line) NPD Rietveld
profiles for AP-Ba2ScRuO6 at 3 K. The upper series of Bragg reflections corresponds to the main
hexagonal perovskite phase, the second to the cubic structure, the third to the Sc2O3 impurity and the
lower to the magnetic structure.
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Figure 12. Schematic view of the magnetic structure of AP-Ba2ScRuO6 below TN.

Discussion and Concluding Remarks
The refined values of the magnetic moment for HP-Ba2ScRuO6 (2.04(5) μB) and Sr2ScRuO6
(1.97(2) μB) are comparable to those reported for similar Ru5+ double perovskites of 2μB 11, 2.1(1)

47

and 2.05(4) μB 15 and is significantly reduced from the expected spin-only value of 3μB. This reduction
in the magnetic moment is mainly a consequence of covalency effects between the Ru 4d and O 2p
orbitals. However, the possibility that this is strongly impacted by the effects of spin-orbit coupling,
which are believed to play an important role in 4d3 transition metals as reported by Carlo et al.
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should not be discounted. For the AP-Ba2ScRuO6 polymorph, the magnetic moment, 1.5(1) μB and
0.8(2) μB corresponding to Ru placed at the shared-corner and the shared-face octahedral respectively,
is considerable lower than the theoretical moment and it is similar to the one obtained for the other
hexagonal perovskites containing Ru2O9 dimers, such as Ba3LaRu2O9 and Ba3YRu2O9 compounds 38,
1.4(2) μB and 0.5(6) μB respectively, and it is ascribed to certain degree of spin frustration.
Considering the present results in the light of those already available, a number of observations
regarding the influence of non-magnetic cations on the magnetism in 4d and 5d oxides can be made.
That Sr2ScRuO6 adopts a corner-sharing perovskite motif and Ba2ScRuO6 a face-sharing hexagonal
motif when prepared at ambient pressure reflects the differences in the familiar perovskite tolerance
factor, t (0.966 vs 1.024 respectively). Only when t ~ 1 is the ideal un-tilted perovskite structure
observed, values of t < 1 indicate the structure is likely to be stabilized by cooperative tilting of the
corner sharing octahedra and if t > 1 hexagonal packing (face sharing) is favored. The use of highpressure-temperature conditions during synthesis favors corner sharing and this has been used
previously to promote a corner sharing perovskite motif over a face sharing (hexagonal) motif,
including the preparation of a trigonal corner sharing polymorph of Ba3NaRu2O9 and Sr3CaRu2O9
rather than the 6H-hexagonal structure favored by ambient pressure synthesis 48 49. A similar situation
is observed here. That the analogous Ir oxides (Sr2ScIrO6 t = 0.962 SG P21/n and Ba2ScIrO6 t = 1.020
𝐹𝐹3� 𝑚) prepared at ambient pressure have different structures reflects the flexibility of the perovskite
structure. Whilst Ba2ScOsO6 (t = 1.026) does not seem to have been prepared it is reasonable to

speculate that this too will adopt a hexagonal type structure if prepared at ambient pressure. Likewise
Sr2ScOsO6 t = 0.968 that is reported to be monoclinic in P21/n at room temperature is likely to
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transform to the I2/m monoclinic structure, observed for Sr2ScRuO6, if heated to above room
temperature.
Neel temperatures and ordered magnetic moments for the family of oxides A2BB’O6 A = Ba or Sr,
B = Y or Sc and B’ = Ru or Os are collected in Table 5. All of these oxides exhibit a type-I
antiferromagnetic structure. From Table 5 it is apparent that a higher Neel temperature is observed
for Sc rather than Y containing oxides, for Os than Ru and for Sr than Ba, although the pair
Sr2YRuO6/Ba2YRuO6 violates the last relationship. In the first case, this tendency can be explained in
terms of the dn electron occupancy of the non-magnetic B metal. Its electronic configuration is directly
related to the hybridization of the B/B’ cation states, being stronger for open shell d0 metals. The
larger hybridization enhances the B and B’ orbital overlapping and thus improves the exchange
interactions. In the second case, the higher TN for the Os compounds is also associated with
hybridization effects, which is higher in 5d metals rather than in 4d, and in the third one, this
observation may be due to the balance between the geometrically frustrated B sublattice, more
noticeable in cubic symmetries, and the deviation of the super exchange angle to the ideal value of
180 degrees. The larger reduction in ordered moments from the spin only value in the Os oxides than
in the Ru oxides is a result of both the increased covalence or hybridization of the M-O bond in Os
due to the more diffuse nature of the 5d orbitals and the greater SOC constant for Os5+ 50, 51.
Table 5. Neel temperatures and ordered magnetic moments derived from neutron diffraction for
some rock-salt ordered A2BB’O6 double perovskites.
Oxide

TN (K) Ordered Moment

Reference

Sr2ScRuO6

60

1.97(2)

This work

Sr2YRuO6

26

1.96

[44]

Sr2ScOsO6

92

1.6(1)

[26]

Sr2YOsO6

53

1.91(3)

[26]

Ba2ScRuO6

43

2.04(5)

This work

Ba2YRuO6

36

2.2(1)

[11]

Ba2YOsO6

36

1.65(5)

[50]

Ba2ScOsO6

93

-

[51]

The effective ionic radii of Os5+ and Ru5+ are expected to be similar as a consequence of the
lanthanoid contraction. This expectation is validated by comparing the volume of suitably matched
pairs. Consequently the structures are very similar, nevertheless the Neel temperatures for the osmates
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are systematically higher. Inelastic Neutron Scattering of Sr2ScOsO6 suggests that a combination of
Near Neighbor antiferromagnetic interactions together with SOC and strong M-O hybridization are
responsible 25. DFT calculations

27

suggest that the exchange coupling is strongly dependent on the

overlap between the Os-5d and Sc/Y 3d/4d states where the hybridization of the Sc 3d states with the
Os 5d states is greater than that for the Y 4d states. The present results suggest the same is true for
overlap between the Ru 4d and Sc/Y 3d/4d states.
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The synthesis, structural and magnetic properties of some ruthenium containing double perovskites
A2ScRuO6 are described. The ambient pressure hexagonal and high pressure cubic polymorphs of
Ba2ScRuO6 exhibit different magnetic and electronic properties, cubic Ba2ScRuO6 displays a metalinsulator transition near 270 K and hexagonal Ba2ScRuO6 is a semiconductor. Sr2ScRuO6 is nonmetallic. All three oxides are antiferromagnets. Hexagonal Ba2ScRuO6 has partial Sc-Ru ordering at
both the face-sharing B2O9 dimer and corner sharing BO6 sites.
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